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Principled corporate management
By Oliver Balch

Two years on from the introduction of the UN Guiding Principles on Human Rights, how are
companies managing the landmark framework?
usiness potentially infringes almost all aspects of
human rights. How and to what extent remains
a debate, and varies from company to company. But
the truth of that potential now stands beyond
doubt. That much is spelt out in the UN Guiding
Principles on Human Rights, which the UN Human
Rights Council fully endorsed in June 2011.
Drawn up by John Ruggie, the guiding principles set out broad norms for companies to follow
with respect to their own immediate operations as
well as their business relationships. Binding these
norms together are the three governing themes of
the Protect, Respect, Remedy framework (see box).
But what are the management approaches that
companies use to implement the UN framework?
And how are these integrated into existing systems
and strategies?

B

Setting out your stall
If you don’t have a human rights policy, get one.
That’s the first piece of advice of any guidance
document on the subject (see box). Setting out your
stall helps provide clarity – clarity for employees on
how they should act, and clarity for stakeholders on
what they should expect.
Policy statements need sign-off. Boards don’t put
their name to just anything. If a company’s leaders
publicly commit to respect all internationally recognised human rights, you can bet they will take it
seriously. Well, more seriously than if it’s just a
throwaway line in a corporate responsibility report.
Some companies may choose to integrate such
policies into existing codes of ethics. Others
(increasingly) are opting for standalone human

rights statements, which do away with any potential ambiguity. Either way, businesses need to make
sure their suite of other corporate policies line up
with the language and intent of any new or revised
human rights position.
With regard to content, the best policies strike a
balance between the general (namely, the mandatory tenet to abide by all international norms) and
the specific (ie the issues arising from what your
business does, and where in the world it does it).
The most credible policies spell out upfront the
measures and means by which they will be monitored and enforced.
Consultation: four syllables that echo throughout
the UN’s guiding framework. It’s imperative that
business recognises that human rights are about
people first, and business second. From the get-go,
companies need to be engaging with those inside
and particularly outside their gates. Only then can
decision-makers draw a true picture of how their
activities may affect other people’s rights.
The complexity of human rights issues presents
another reason for companies to look outside their
own four walls. “It’s very unusual that companies
have the human rights expertise that they need,” says
Peter McAllister, executive director at the Ethical
Trading Initiative (ETI). Even for those companies
with a good grasp of the issues, having an outside
expert look through your business intelligence
“through a different lens” can be invaluable, he adds.
Raising awareness represents a second critical
element that needs to be addressed at the outset.
You can’t assume all employees will have the same
understanding of human rights. Cultural context
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matters. So a widespread internal
communications campaign is vital.
So too is training. And good
training at that. Knowing the UN
charter inside out is no good if
managers and staff don’t know how
to apply such norms in practice.
E-learning courses are an increasingly
pervasive
tool
for
educating
employees (especially new recruits)
and, in some cases, business partners
too. Nothing beats face-to-face
training, however, especially on
specific issues that are germane to
specific functions. Think child trafficking for flight attendants, for
example, or race equality for human
resource professionals.
ETI’s McAllister is no fan of “classroom-based, recite-after-me” forms of
training when it comes to human
rights. Training primarily needs to
address individuals’ attitudes towards
human rights. That can only really be
done through dialogue, he says.
McAllister has no time for “hours Beware of data privacy invasions
spent” as a performance indicator for
training either. Indicators should focus on training so-called “red flag” issues. Hydroelectric companies
outputs, not inputs, he insists. He says: “How would should be awake to the implications of human
you go back in six months’ time and see if your rights impacts arising from forced community resettraining of a supervisor, for example, has translated tlement, for instance. Likewise, data management
into behaviour change or attitudinal change that firms should be alert to the risk of privacy invasion.
you can measure?” Another issue to think about
Many human rights risks are less obvious. They
change according to context. Indigenous rights
from the off.
Another consideration that requires clarity from aren’t a big issue if you’re operating in Uruguay
day 1 centres on governance. Evidently the board (whose indigenous ethnic minorities were wiped out
should have general oversight for human rights, but more than a century ago), but could well emerge as
the nuts-and-bolts task of implementation needs a critical flashpoint in neighbouring Brazil.
closer handling. Often, responsibility sits within
Issues change with time, also. A case in point is
corporate or legal affairs functions or, when such security, which can yo-yo from negligible to extreme
things exist, within corporate responsibility depart- in a flash. A human rights assessment isn’t somements.
thing you do once and then never revisit. Cultural,
That makes sense as professionals in these fields political and social conditions need to be assessed
are usually most informed on the subject, but the on a recurrent basis.
Annemarie Muntz, director of public affairs at
danger is that human rights become their issue
rather than everyone’s. Better, then, is to design employment services provider Randstad Holdings,
some kind of cooperative, cross-functional (and, if says: “You can never sit down and relax if you look
possible, pan-regional) approach.
at implementing the Ruggie principles. The world is
Margaret Wachenfeld is director of legal affairs at changing; the world is moving so you have to move
the Institute for Human Rights and Business. She’s with it. Anticipate.”
frank about the perils of silo thinking in corporaAn anticipatory approach requires access to good
tions, saying: “If you don’t bring your colleagues information. For large organisations, that often
along in this discussion, when the crisis hits they means developing advanced data-gathering
won’t have the understanding to respond in an systems or, preferably, tapping existing ones. Strucappropriate way.”
tured cross-functional collaboration, clear internal
reporting requirements, and regular interactions
Getting real about risks
with external experts are all valuable tools in the
Some human rights abuses come at companies from data collection. Similarly, data on socio-political
out of the blue. Most don’t. Or, at least, they developments, labour practices and other trends
shouldn’t. A good due diligence system can pick up that influence respect for human rights (or lack
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The UN Protect,
Respect,
Remedy
framework
Protect: the state’s duty to
protect against human rights
abuses by third parties,
including businesses,
through appropriate policies,
regulation and adjudication.
Respect: the corporate
responsibility to respect
human rights, meaning that
businesses need to avoid
infringing the human rights
of others and address
adverse impacts with which
they may be involved.
Remedy: the need for
greater access to effective
remedy for victims of
business-related human
rights abuses, through both
judicial and non-judicial
means.

Risk assessment
will always be
something of a
guessing game

Engagement can be taxing, but is essential

thereof) are essential. Once more, stakeholders
themselves hold vital clues.
Obtaining the necessary information is only half
the battle. The other half – the really important half
– is what to do with that information once you have
it. Risk assessment will always be something of a
guessing game. You’re juggling probabilities, not
certainties. Still, having an exacting, comprehensive
matrix in place enables you to look at all potential
risks from every possible angle. That can give you a
good idea of each risk’s potential severity and likelihood. That in turn significantly ups your chances of
making the right call as to the critical “what”,
“whose”, “how” and “when” questions relating to
human rights.
Anna Turrell is a senior consultant at specialist
advisory firm DNV Two Tomorrows. Her advice to
companies is to home in on the most material risks.
“Before getting too bogged down in the documentation, the guidance and the standards that exist … first
you need to start with a really comprehensive understanding of what these issues mean to your business.”
Doing no harm
First, do no harm. The phrase dates back to ancient
times (“primum non nocere” is how the Romans
phrased it) and is traditionally associated with the
medical profession. The business and human rights
field could do well to adopt it.
Don’t mistake the “do no harm” motto as a
mandate to be passive, warns IHRB’s Wachenfeld.
“Sometimes there’s some confusion that companies
think that because it says ‘do no’, then as long as
they do nothing it’s fine,” she says. Not so. Once

companies have mapped their risks, they need to
take action.
The necessary course of action is obvious when
the abuse is actual and irrefutable. If you are the
perpetrator, stop the abuse. Immediately and for
good. For most large corporations, the reality is less
clear cut. The offending party could be a business
partner or another firm further down the supply
chain. In such cases, companies must firstly ensure
they are not playing any contributing role. That
done, they need to pressure the guilty firm to
refrain from abusive activities – what in the terminology of the guiding principles is defined as
“leverage” (see box).
The recent decision by brands such as Primark,
Marks & Spencer and Calvin Klein to sign the ILO’s
Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh is
illustrative. All these brands have commercial relations with factories in Bangladesh, but typically do
not own them. A collaborative initiative of this
nature uses the brands’ purchasing power to pressurise factory owners to reduce the risk of the
recurrence of tragedies like April’s Rana Plaza
collapse.
Of course, taking action implies trade-offs.
A lucrative business relationship might be jeopardised, or a profitable supply line cut off. Whoever it
is that oversees human rights management needs to
have the decision-making clout to make those calls.
They also need to be well resourced. Engagement,
for instance, is a labour-intensive task. If your
human rights team is well meaning yet mid-ranking
and under-staffed, there’s little hope of headway.
Best practice encourages firms to have local-level
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The UN guiding principles: four key concepts
Internationally recognised human rights
Companies cannot cherry-pick norms. The guiding principles require the observance of all internationally recognised human rights. Guiding principle 12 also indicates that businesses may also have
to take into account specific legislation covering vulnerable groups, such as indigenous peoples or
ethnic minorities.
Severity
Companies are required to consider how severely their operations might impact the rights of individuals.
Severity is determined by three factors: the seriousness of the impacts (scale), the extent of those impacts
(scope) and the permanence of the impacts (irremediability).
Direct responsibility, plus complicity
Companies need to ensure that they are not responsible for human rights abuses through their own
direct activities, or complicit in abuses arising from their business relationships with third parties. In the
case of wrongful practices by their business partners, large companies are expected to exert “leverage”
to persuade them to correct such practices.
Stakeholder consultation
The guiding principles give a central role to “meaningful” stakeholder engagement. Companies are
expected to interact and consult with potentially affected stakeholders on an ongoing basis. Evidence
of stakeholders’ concerns being integrated into management decisions is necessary, especially with
regard to complaints and remediation efforts.

grievance mechanisms in place. A vague “email us
at …” approach will not suffice. To be effective, such
mechanisms must have the confidence of stakeholders. That requires grievance mechanisms to be
legitimate, accessible, predictable, equitable, transparent, “rights compatible” and a source of ongoing
learning, the guiding principles advise (principle
31). Such mechanisms can act as an alternative to
usual judicial process, but should by no means
preclude it.
Done well, and the mix of due diligence plus
mitigation should radically reduce the probability of
human rights impacts occurring. It won’t rule them
out entirely, though. Responsible companies therefore need a second level of processes in place to
address and remediate abuses if and when they
happen (principle 22). Human rights abuses cannot
be “offset” like carbon emissions, Wachenfeld warns.
Remediation needs to be fair, transparent and
appropriate to the specific abuse suffered by an
individual.
Going public on performance
Only with quantitative and qualitative data can a
company have any real sense of its implementation
efforts. Obtaining this information is similar to the
challenge faced within the due diligence process. If
systems are in place for the latter, then extending
these for the purposes of monitoring should be relatively simple: a mix of internal and external sources,
feedback loops and audits, and, yes, as much stakeholder engagement as you can stomach. Obviously,
extra layers of monitoring are required for “red flag”
areas of high risk.

Monitoring isn’t just about checking on progress.
Close analysis of performance enables companies to
see emerging or repeated trends that may help
them reduce the risk of reoccurrence. Where
specific interventions are shown to reduce risks of
abuses, then the company has an insight worthy of
adopting elsewhere – not only in its own operations, but also potentially further afield. In addition,
a detailed understanding can inform companies’
action plans, moving from risk reduction to
tackling the root causes behind the threat to human
rights.
Without monitoring systems, you have no
substantive, credible message. Perhaps that’s the
greatest virtue of monitoring. Communicating
progress – especially in response to specific stakeholder concerns – is fundamental to human rights
management. Culturally, it is tricky for many
companies to make themselves accountable, especially on such sensitive (and, in reputation terms,
combustible) themes. Issues of commercial sensitivity or the privacy of individuals may also be a
factor.
Proportionality and materiality provide helpful
rules of thumb when it comes to determining how
much to report and on what issues. Generally, stakeholders (especially government authorities,
investors and a small but growing tranche of
customers) want to know that a company has the
processes and systems in place to take human
rights risks seriously. If an issue flares up, however,
businesses need to be ready – and willing – to
provide the detailed answers that affected parties
deserve. I

Grievance
mechanisms
must have the
confidence of
stakeholders
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Case study: Cerrejón

Digging deep to rebuild trust
By Oliver Balch

Extractive companies regularly find themselves embroiled in human rights conflicts.
Colombian mining giant Cerrejón is taking steps to minimise its impact
olombia is fast becoming an important player in
the global coal market. In a good year, the South
American nation exports about 80m tonnes.
Roughly two-fifths of that comes from just one
mine. Located in the north-eastern state of La
Guajira, close to the border with Venezuela,
Cerrejón’s 69,000-hectare concession is home to one
of the largest open pit coal mines in the world.
With size comes public spotlight. Mining remains
hugely contentious in Colombia. The reason is

C

simple: most of it is small-scale, poorly regulated (if
at all) and often very polluting. Artisanal and smallscale miners blocked roads across the country in
early 2013, demanding new provisions in the
country’s mining code. Workers in larger firms are
also lobbying for better pay deals. This year has seen
both Drummond and Cerrejón, two of the sector’s
largest foreign investors, face bitter union disputes.
The big issue of the day, both at home and
abroad, is the industry’s poor reputation for human

Mining in Colombia
is poorly regulated
and often very
polluting
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what can and should a large-scale miner be doing to
best manage its human rights impacts? And, given
the depth of public distrust, how can it convince
observers that its actions are credible?

rights. Historically, mining firms have been accused
of collusion in abuses with state and paramilitary
forces. Allegations of forced displacement, destruction of local livelihoods and endangering public
health also fall at their door.
As the country’s largest mining company,
Cerrejón receives a fair portion of the flak directed
at the industry. The company’s union, a coalition of
indigenous peoples’ groups and women’s rights
organisations recently joined other communitybased campaign groups in calling for a state-wide
strike against the company. Why? Lack of basic
public infrastructure and widespread poverty in the
area, despite 35 years of mineral development.
Internationally, meanwhile, Cerrejón has been
the subject of highly critical reports by Londonbased campaigners ABC Colombia, the London
Mining Network and the World Development
Movement, among others.
In short, Cerrejón is under pressure to act. So

Transparent governance
Management without governance is like a ship
without a rudder. On a complex, disputed issue
such as human rights, vague statements of intent
don’t cut it. First, clear policies are required. Second,
clear reporting lines are necessary – the higher up
the institution they run, the better. Third, clear
accountability mechanisms are needed.
Cerrejón set about formalising and systematising
its human rights management in 2005, establishing
a distinct human rights office. This sits within the
company’s social standards division, where responsibility for security, dispute resolution, social impact
monitoring, and public consultation also resides.
The director for social standards, Carlos Franco,
reports directly to the company’s vice-president for
public affairs and communications, Juan Carlos
Restrepo, who is the government’s former antinarcotics “tsar ”. In sum: the issue now carries
internal clout.
From a policy perspective, Cerrejón has looked
to cover all the main bases. At the same time as
setting up its human rights division, it signed up to
the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human
Rights, the UN-backed benchmark standard for
training and monitoring security personnel.
Two years later, it adopted the clauses within the
International Finance Corporation’s (IFC) Social and
Environmental Performance Standards that relate to
human rights: on social and environmental risk
management, on involuntary resettlement and
regarding indigenous peoples. More recently, it has
put its name to the United Nation’s Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, which were
released in 2011 and advocate the Protect, Respect
and Remedy framework.
Encompassing these and similar policy commitments is the Cerrejón Way, a general values
statement that all 10,000 or so employees and
contractors are expected to abide by. These include
relevant ILO conventions, the UN Global Compact
and the UN Declaration on Human Rights, among
others (see box).
In addition, Cerrejón has a two-page human
rights statement, which spells out a dozen specific
commitments. These range from a general pledge to
respect Colombian legislation and to promote
human rights in its “area of influence”, through to
special consideration for the customs of indigenous
people and the “transparent, efficient and timely”
resolution of complaints.
“Before 2005, there was a willingness [to address
human rights], but no formal standards on human
rights,” says Franco.
Policies are all well and good, but their value

On a complex,
disputed issue
such as human
rights, vague
statements of
intent don't cut it

Cerrejón:
in numbers
• Annual coal production:
34.6m tonnes
• Share of Colombian coal
exports: 40.5%
• Global market
share: 3.9%
• Exports growth from
2002 to 2012: 44%
• Full-year sales: $2.9bn
• Taxes paid: $724.4m
• Direct jobs: 5,708
• Social investment: $13.3m
• Environmental controls
and management
expenditure: $54.6m
• Production growth from
2002 to 2012: 96.6%
• Exports growth from
2002 to 2012: 77.3%
Source: Cerrejón: data from
2012.
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Standards
followed by
Cerrejón
• UN Global Compact
• Voluntary Principles on
Security and Human
Rights
• IFC’s social performance
standards (Nos 1, 5 and 7)
• ICMM’s sustainability
framework
• UN Declaration on Human
Rights
• ILO basic conventions

Cerrejón's infrastructure is subject to attack

The Colombian
government has
billeted 800
soldiers to protect
the mine and its
infrastructure

rests entirely on their implementation. In this
respect, Cerrejón has a head start. It boasts three
multinational owners – Anglo American, GlencoreXstrata and BHP Billiton – all of which have best
practice management processes from which
Cerrejón can draw. Cerrejón has done just that in
the case of Seat, for example, Anglo’s awardwinning social impact methodology.
With respect to accountability and transparency,
Cerrejón operates internal mechanisms to inform
management on compliance performance. As yet, it
does not regularly report externally, however. This
is commensurate with its status as a wholly owned
private enterprise, the company says. Needless to
say, critical external stakeholders would welcome
more information in the public arena.
That said, Cerrejón’s human rights record isn’t
without scrutiny. Back in 2007, it invited a panel of
NGO and academic experts to examine its human
rights performance. The resultant report identified
24 issues on which the company needed to improve.
Every six months, the company reports its progress
against these. To date, Cerrejón has met its targets
on 19 of these issues (the remainder, it says, require
the participation of other parties, such as the local
government).
Cerrejón has followed up on this base report in
2011 with a human rights audit by independent
consultancy firm ERM. The study assesses risks in a
range of areas, from land use and migration

through to royalty payments and employee health
and safety. The final report breaks down the
impacts, affected groups, risk level and recommended actions for each subject area (see box).
Security concerns
As with other parts of the country, La Guajira bears
the scars of Colombia’s protracted civil conflict.
Although the worst years of violence are now
behind the war-torn country, guerrilla forces still
operate in the area around Cerrejón’s operations,
crossing in and out of neighbouring Venezuela.
Cerrejón finds itself directly affected. In 2012, for
instance, it counted half-a-dozen violent attacks
against its facilities, with rebel forces particularly
targeting its 150km railway to the coast.
With Cerrejón’s mine a strategic national asset,
the government has billeted about 800 soldiers to
protect the site, rail infrastructure and its loading
port along the coast. Their activities are supplemented by an additional 1,200 or so private security
personnel, who are contracted by the company.
As a signatory to the Voluntary Principles on
Security and Human Rights (VPs), Cerrejón has
undertaken a range of measures designed to
minimise the risk of abuses by public or private
security forces. These include:
• raising awareness of Cerrejón’s human rights
policy among security personnel, and providing
relevant training where necessary;
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Top human rights risks
In 2011, consultancy firm ERM analysed Cerrejón’s operations and identified the
following areas as “high risk”. In each case, it made a series of recommendations to
mitigate these risks.
Security
Issue: links with public security personnel.
Impact: increase of army, police and other security personnel in the region.
Risk: potential abuses by security personnel in the local community; perception that
Cerrejón is viewed as an alternative to state forces; guilt by association in abuses caused
by state security.
Measures: raise awareness among security personnel of human rights; help government
in monitoring human rights among security forces.

Resettlement can destroy communities

Environmental contamination
Issue: local air and water contamination.
Impact: increase in respiratory diseases; possible use of unsuitable alternative
water sources.
Risk: community conflict; loss of public credibility; reputational damage.
Measures: support research into causes of pollution; create a regional round table to
discuss environmental issues; widen communication of Cerrejón’s existing measures to
reduce contamination, among others.

Land use
Issue: resolving issues surrounding the 2001 forced displacement of Tobaco.
Impact: community divisions.
Risk: negative reputational impacts and financial costs arising from delay or dispute in
compensation packages; attribution of blame on the company for failures on the part of
the local government; community resentment.
Measures: collective participation of all affected parties; pursuit of existing agreements
with local government; clear communication with former residents of Tobaco.

Train transport
Issue: accidents involving people or animals.
Impact: damage to local livelihoods; failure to provide culturally appropriate
compensation; reprisals against the company.
Risk: compensation payments; protests against the company; deterioration in
community relations, reputational damage; legal sanctions.
Measures: acknowledge public accidents; support pastoral production programmes;
design common prevention measures with the community; build bridges for
pedestrians; establish responsible compensation policy, among others.

Indigenous people
Issues: division of Wayúu lands by train line; loss of traditional livelihoods; resettlement
of communities.
Impact: disruption of historical customs and ways of life.
Risk: social friction; political denouncements against the company; increase in civic
protests and direct action; reputational damage.
Measures: commonly agreed impact management measures with the community;
working collaboratively with government and NGOs in resettlement process; design
of an exit strategy in the case of resettlements; among others.

• incorporation of VPs in contracts with security
providers and agreements with the Colombian
Public Forces;
• development of indicators to measure VP
compliance; and
• arrangement of meetings between local communities and security forces to address security
impacts.
Among the other major human rights flashpoints
for Cerrejón is resettlement. The current owners
face a serious legacy issue: a number of communities within the company’s extensive concession area
were resettled by Cerrejón’s previous owners.
While these residents received financial compensation, little thought was given to their housing,
economic and social needs. In the case of the village
of Tabaco, which underwent a mandatory expropriation in 2001, residents were subjected to violence
by police.
Over the past decade, the expansion of
Cerrejón’s operations has required the resettlement
of five communities in total, affecting about 1,000
people. A number of key principles have governed
this process, says Cerrejón’s Carlos Franco. Cultural
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sensitivity is one. In the case of Tamaquito, a
community with indigenous roots, Cerrejón has
styled the houses in traditional fashion and
provided communal grazing areas.
Long-term economic sustainability is another
guiding theme. Each resettled family is issued with
a parcel of land for farming and seed capital for a
productive enterprise. A third principle centres on
equitable compensation. In addition to a financial
payment (which is not publicly disclosed), residents
receive a moderately sized house and free education
for their children, as well as access to a community
centre, recreation facilities and local healthcare.
At a process level, Franco insists that Cerrejón is
anxious for resettlement to be as transparent, participative and dialogue-based as possible. At the nub of
the issue is the principle of free, prior and informed
consent (FPIC). Under Colombia law, companies are
obliged to consult with communities affected by
resettlement. Strict consent, however, is only
required in the case of communities that are officially categorised as indigenous. This is consistent
with international law and global standards, such as
those of the IFC, Franco notes. He concedes that
obtaining consent is “desirable” wherever possible,

Cerrejón is anxious
for resettlement to
be as transparent,
participative and
dialogue-based
as possible
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Consultation challenges
Despite its management efforts, Cerrejón is still far
from out of the woods. Human rights issues
continue to occur in and around its operations.
Public consultation is particularly contentious, with
consensus among community members often difficult to achieve. Cerrejón recently suspended the
proposed re-routing of a local river because, in part,
it was unable to gain consent from a handful of
indigenous communities that would have been
affected. A plan to expand the width of its railway is
similarly locked in dispute with one of three
affected communities.
Likewise, attempts to negotiate the resettlement
of eight families in the community of Roche have so
far failed. The community members accuse the
company of intimidation and bad faith, while
Cerrejón maintains that the families are asking for
unreasonable levels of financial compensation. The
conflict has now reached the courts and the likelihood is that, after more than eight years of dialogue,
the remaining families will be forcibly evicted. A
renegotiated compensation deal for the community
of Tabaco also remains incomplete, although

OLIVER BALCH

but says the politicised nature of mining in
Colombia often makes it very difficult “in practice”.
The latest addition to Cerrejón’s human rights
work is the establishment of a complaints office. It
opened in pilot form in 2009, with the idea of fieldtesting the operational-level grievance mechanism
guidelines that were being set forward by the UN in
its draft norms on business and human rights.
Formally launched the following year, the office
employs a complaints management system, which
ensures that complaints are registered, tracked and
resolved within a reasonable time and according to
transparent decision-making processes. The team
has seven full-time personnel, including two indigenous representatives who work as translators and
intermediaries.
The office receives about 200 complaints a year,
although numbers are gradually falling. The
majority of these relate to the loss of livestock, with
goats, sheep and other animals being hit by the
company’s train along its rail track. There is no legal
obligation on the company to meet the costs for
these losses, Franco says, “but in reality, we realise
that we are affecting the community. If there were
no trains, there wouldn’t be any impacts on
animals.”
Cerrejón has a policy of non-monetary compensation in most cases, especially for lost livestock. It
also seeks to avoid like-for-like replacements as this
often leads to cultural misunderstanding (the
indigenous Wayúu have compensation structures
that far exceed standard market rates). Instead,
Cerrejón tends to favour the exchange of raw materials that can be used for productive activities, such
as wools and fabrics for making handicrafts.
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Cerrejón helps locals develop new enterprises

Cerrejón says this is due to failures by the municipal
government rather than its own inaction.
One critical future step for Cerrejón will be to
improve its external communications. Restrepo
admits that the company’s communications department is “totally focused inward” at present. Human
rights are an evocative and emotive issue. Incidences are rarely clear-cut, with claims and
counter-claims. Being upfront and honest about the
company’s position and its version of events (even
when that involves admitting fault) is not only the
right thing to do, but also the sensible thing to do if
trust is to be regained. Individual incidents will
inevitably occur.
Such is the nature of a modern, multinational
extractive business operating in a low-income,
marginalised environment. When that happens, the
public – both in the immediate vicinity and farther
afield – needs to know that the company has
credible systems in place that it implements judiciously and with responsible intent. That won’t stop
accusations coming (although they should reduce in
quantity and severity), but it should provide a
platform for a rational debate to occur, rather than
the high-profile blame-game that characterises so
much of the business/human rights interface at
present. n

Being upfront and
honest about the
company's position
is the sensible
thing to do
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Mitigate Human Rights Impacts: Overcome
the challenges to removing human rights risks from your
security operations and supply chain

Optimise Social Risk Management: Hear the
latest approaches companies are using to build trust
with communities and minimise risk of social disturbance
to operations

Eliminate Water Risk: Learn the latest strategies
to manage competing interests for water across
operations

Gain a Financial Advantage: Understand
Investors, Lenders and Insurers needs to make your
company a low-risk venture

For more details on the summit, please visit www.ethicalcorp.com/extractives
or contact Boris Petrovic at boris.petrovic@ethicalcorp.com

